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To achieve a comprehensive and unbiased measurement, a mental rotation test (MRT)
(cube form) was redrawn and administered with influential performance factors, namely,
time constraint, item type, angular disparity, and rotation/flipping. Item type, angular
disparity, and rotation/flipping were systematically balanced into the items of the
redrawn Pentomino-MRT, and two time-constraint conditions were randomly
assigned to 813 Grade 4 to 6 primary students when administering the test.
Children of these ages are of investigative interest because they are at crucial
stages of spatial ability development and are at an age where associated gender
differences emerge. The study demonstrates that spatial gender differences can be
detected in Grade 4, are more marked in Grade 5, and become stable in Grade 6. The
importance of time constraint is acknowledged in how and at what grade gender
differences emerge under the conditions of the performance factors investigated. In
particular, the performance of girls reminds us to focus on their spatial ability
development if later STEM-related field participation is of concern.
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INTRODUCTION

The under-representation of women in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
careers has been a worldwide issue of concern (Ceci and Williams, 2007; Diekman et al., 2010;
Miyake et al., 2010). Women’s representation in STEM careers is much lower than that of men,
largely due to the decreasing number of women graduating with STEM majors each year, as well as
the number of women who are early dropouts from STEM subjects. Different endeavors are being
made from a range of perspectives to scaffold an individual’s potential onto STEM study paths,
especially girls.

A series of longitudinal studies indicate that spatial ability is a promising predictor of attainment
in STEM-related fields (Kell et al., 2013; Shea et al., 2001; Stieff and Uttal, 2015; Wai et al., 2009). In
following up a group of intellectually talented 13-year-olds, Kell et al. (2013) found that spatial ability
provides notable incremental validity for predicting their attainment in creativity and technical
innovation 30 years later. Wai et al. (2009) found that STEM professionals have higher spatial ability
than non-STEM professionals. Within the current technical era, the importance of spatial ability is
becoming more recognized since visual representation is prevailing.
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Spatial ability has long been one of the classic structures of
intelligence (Spearman, 1904; Thurstone, 1934; Vernon, 1950),
although it does not receive as much attention as verbal reasoning
and mathematics because the latter are considered the two most
important literacies and subjects to learn and people tend to regard
spatial ability as innate. However, Arnheim. (1969) claimed that
visual thinking is indispensable and is not inferior to the other
“higher” thinking and cognitive domains. The question arises as to
whether spatial ability is malleable and to what extent. In a meta-
analysis of 217 spatial studies, Uttal et al. (2012) found that spatially
enriched education can pay substantial dividends in increasing
participation in STEM-related fields. The effects of spatial training
were shown to be malleable, durable, and transferable across
gender, age, and a variety of research designs (such as within/
between/mixed subjects, type of training, and initial level of
performance; see Table 4 of Uttal et al., 2012). Overall, the
effect sizes of both male and female improvements are the same
(0.54 and 0.53), children have the largest effect size compared to
adolescents and adults (0.61, 0.44, and 0.44, respectively), and
studies using only low-scoring initial level of performance subjects
have a larger effect size than studies that do no separate subject
levels (0.68 and 0.44). It was shown that spatial training and
experiences are promising in promoting an individual’s spatial
ability in magnitude, durability, and potential of transferability.
Considering that girls in general are reported as lower scoring than
boys, it is important for differential gender spatial development to
be identified at an earlier stage so that spatial interventions and
strategies can be implemented. In a short spatial intervention of a
14-h lesson spanning five weekends for Grades 4 to 6 primary
students, both boys and girls improved; however, the increase in
the girls’ average score was larger than that of boys, so in the
posttest evaluation, the gender gap diminished (Jeng et al., 2016).

Spatial research on Grades 4 to 6 primary students is mainly
based on Johnson and Meade (1987), who found that age ten is
crucial in spatial development. In a study of 442 Grades 4 to 6
students (average ages 9.67–12.58), Jeng and Liu. (2016) found that
girls did not develop mental rotation in a linear and logically
progressive trend, which is the case with the other cognitive
domains in general. Their results showed that 1) there was no
gender difference in Grade 4, 2) a significant advantage for boys
started in Grade 5 and increased with age and grade, and finally, 3)
the largest gender gap occurred in Grade 6 due to the opposite
directions of the growth path for both genders; that is, boys followed
a progressively linear path, while girls followed a curvilinear path.

Following up from the finding that spatial gender differences
increase with age and grade, the next step is to explore these
differences further by considering performance factors which are
reported to be influential in identifying differences. In the next
sections, spatial studies are introduced with a specific focus on the
exploration of mental rotation in children (Exploring Mental
Rotation in Children) and factors related to performance in
mental rotation tests (MRTs) of cubic forms (Factors Related
to Performance in Cube-Mental Rotation in Children).

Exploring Mental Rotation in Children
Spatial ability is not a unitary concept but, rather, a collection of
spatial components (Jeng and Liu, 2016). Various component

categorizations that have been proposed are spatial visualization
and spatial orientation by McGee. (1979), spatial perception,
mental rotation, and spatial visualization by Linn and Petersen.
(1985), and visualization, spatial orientation, and speeded
rotation which are the three most notable among the ten
factors raised by Lohman. (1988). There seems to have no
consensus regarding the definition of spatial ability and its
subcomponents. As noted by Jeng and Liu (2016, p.201),
“Although different number and names of spatial factors were
proposed in these works, some factors with same or similar names
may carry different definitions, and some factors with different
names may carry similar definitions, which altogether
contributed to complicate the constructs of spatial ability and
its factors as well.” Until recently, characterizations of visual
cognition still continued, for example, Kozhevnikov et al. (2005),
Hegarty et al. (2006), and Uttal et al. (2012). Kozhenvikov et al.
(2005) distinguished between processes of object properties (such
as shape and color) and spatial properties (such as location and
spatial relation) in the visual system. Hegarty et al. (2006)
classified spatial ability into smaller- and larger-spatial scales.
Uttal et al. (2012) proposed a two-dimensional function
distinction: intrinsic vs extrinsic information and static vs
dynamic task.

Mental rotation is the target of study interest because it is
considered an important spatial factor with strong evidence
relating it to STEM learning (Newcombe and Frick, 2010).
Moreover, among the various spatial factors, the largest gender
difference in favor of males is found with mental rotation
(Halpern, 1989; Hegarty et al., 2006; Lauer et al., 2019; Linn
and Petersen, 1985; Voyer et al., 1995). Mental rotation refers to
the ability to mentally rotate two- or three-dimensional objects
rapidly and accurately (Linn and Petersen, 1985). The classic item
configuration used since the Vandenberg and Kuse (1978) mental
rotation test (VMRT) is a 3D cubic form (cube-MRT). However,
the cube-MRTs are usually regarded difficult and rarely used on
children under age 13 because they cannot be reliably tested (Linn
and Petersen, 1985). Even later, Hoyek et al. (2012) concluded the
same that the cube aggregates were too difficult for school
children. When children of Grades 2 and 4 (mean ages 7.94
and 10.06) were investigated on their use of chronometric cube-
MRTs, no gender difference was found because the chronometric
nature of the test further increased the task difficulty (Jansen et al.,
2013). In order to reduce the difficulty of cube-MRTs for
conducting spatial studies on children, cube combinations may
be replaced by familiar animal pictures, letter cards, and body
parts in the item design of MRTs; however, fewer gender
differences were found than the traditional cube-MRTs
(Hoyek et al., 2012; Jansen et al., 2013; Jansen-Osmann and
Heil, 2007; Krüger and Krist, 2009; Linn and Petersen, 1985;
Quaiser-Pohl, 2003; Quaiser-Pohl et al., 2010; Titze et al., 2010;
Voyer et al., 1995). For example, in Hoyek et al.’s (2012) study,
both the VMRT and 2D MRTs provided evidence of gender
differences in 10- and 11-year-old children but not in 7- and 8-
year-old children. As a consequence, cube-MRT research on
children is limited.

On the other hand, as reported in the meta-analytic review of
128 studies by Lauer et al. (2019), the significant developmental
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change in the magnitude of the gender difference can be found
between 3 and 17 years of age. There is also some remarkable
research exploring the mental rotation performance of much
younger children, such as the first-year infants (Lauer and
Lourenco, 2016); however, in these cases, extra human
assistance, alternative data collection, or measurement
technology (e.g., eye tracking) would be required in design
and testing. The present study, however, mainly focused on
children that can independently perform and be evaluated
under a common testing or school environment, using the
cube form of MRT. The spatial research involving much
younger children is therefore largely constrained from the
scope of discussion at the time.

However, some recent studies reported that Grade 4 students
(ages 9–10) can be reliably tested with cube-MRTs (e.g., Jeng and
Liu, 2016 and Titze et al., 2010), which showed at least 3 years of
age advancement in mental rotation development compared to the
research of Linn and Petersen. (1985). These studies have made
available the target ages and cube-MRT instruments to continue
the search for the initial emerging ages and patterns of spatial
gender differences. Studies found significant gender differences in
Grade 4 students (e.g., Neuburger et al., 2011), especially when the
mean age exceeds ten (Titze et al., 2010). When consecutively
increasing age/grade groups were included, Jeng and Liu. (2016)
found that a gender difference in favor of boys emerged as early as
when children can first mentally rotate, which is in Grade 4,
although not in a significant manner. This advantage in favor
of boys reached statistical significance in Grade 5 and increased by
grade and age: the boys showed a persistently upward trajectory of
development, while the girls first showed an increasing trajectory
from Grades 4 to 5 and later a decreasing path from Grades 5 to 6.
It was then suggested that efforts to promote spatial development
for girls should not take place later than Grade 5. Overall, these
studies support the notion that 10 years is a crucial age for spatial
development. Spatial training may benefit students the most if it is
delivered prior to or concurrent with taking introductory STEM
courses (Stieff and Uttal, 2015). Research shows that students who
perform poorly on spatial ability measures are more likely to
struggle in entry-level STEM courses and are less likely to enjoy
STEM instructions (Wai et al., 2009; Wai et al., 2010).

Factors Related to Performance in the
Cube-Mental Rotation Tests in Children
In addition to age, performance factors (or procedural factors as
named by Lauer et al., 2019), including task or stimulus
characteristics, have been studied to account for spatial gender
differences, such as test interactivity (Jeng and Liu, 2016), test time
constraints (Jansen et al., 2013; Peters et al., 1995), angular
disparity (Cheung et al., 2009), scoring schemes (Voyer, 1997),
response formats (Glück and Fabrizii, 2010), task difficulty
(Cherney, 2008), and larger versus smaller spatial scales
(Hegarty et al., 2006). These studies differ in their perspectives,
focusing on a singlemain independent variable of interest at a time.

It is reported thatmales and females differ in the amount of time
needed to take MRTs and that when enough time is provided,
gender differences disappear (Goldstein et al., 1990; Voyer, 1997).

In the meta-analysis of time limits and gender differences on
mental rotation, gender differences are significantly larger when
the task is administered With time constraints compared to when
such constraints are absent (Voyer, 2011). In Peters’ (2005) study 1,
the gender difference was found to increase with the position of
problems when undergraduate students solved two sets of 12
problems under a standard time provision (6 min). Females
spent a longer time on the problems and performed more
slowly; therefore, they tackled fewer problems in the end. As a
result, gender differences were smaller at the problems positioned
at the beginning of the task and became larger in the latter
positioned problems. The question “What would be the gender
difference if time provision is increased?” led to study 2 in which
two time provisions (standard vs doubled) were manipulated. In
the doubled time provision, the number of problems solved did
indeed increase in both genders; however, the magnitude of gender
difference was still sizable. Given these findings, Peters commented
that it is not yet possible to conclude that the speed of mental
rotation is the sole factor accounting for the gender differences,
suggesting that the time factor “is a complex undertaking that
requires manipulation of more variables than just the time allowed
for the test” (p. 182).

Mental rotation involves mental transformation procedures
that usually depend on angular disparity. Longer response time
increased with increases in angularity (Vandenberg and Kuse,
1978). Some studies explored mental rotation in differing angular
disparities. For example, in a study with 5- and 8-year-olds
(Marmor, 1975), children were asked whether two stimuli
were the same or different in shape by the clockwise rotation
of 30°, 60°, 120°, or 150°. For both groups, reaction times increased
as a linear function of angular discrepancy between stimuli. Later,
Marmor. (1977) found a linear increase in reaction times already
in 4- to 5-year-old children when geometric stimuli were used. In
Neuburger et al. (2011) study, six rotation angles were used, 45°,
90°, 135°, 225°, 270°, and 315° by a constant increment of 45°,
without reporting how the six angles were decided and how or
whether they were systematically allocated into the item choices.

Performance is often impaired linearly with increasing angular
disparity between two comparison stimuli (Cheung et al., 2009).
“A viewpoint cost” is inferred as a linear increase in response time
and/or a reduction in accuracy with an increase in angular
disparity between two stimuli (Cheung et al., 2009), or
similarly “performance costs” inferred by Shepard and Cooper,
1982; Shepard and Metzler, 1971. Images differing by a smaller
rotation are more similar to each other compared to images
differing by a larger rotation (Lawson and Humphreys, 1996).
However, this may not be necessarily the case. An angular
disparity of 180° between two images of an object is no more
difficult than a smaller disparity (Hayward, 1998; Hayward et al.,
2006). The effect of angular disparity is complicated yet has been
seldom systematically examined or controlled. Until recently,
Lütke and Lange-Küttner (2021) systematically factorial-analyzed
and confirmed that the test difficulty was influenced by the angle
of rotation for 4-cube aggregates (instead of 10-cube aggregates as
in the study) in 4- to 11-year-old children. They also observed the
main effects of age showing increase in accuracy and of sex as
boys outperformed girls.
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As suggested above, a cube-MRT design incorporating and
balancing more performance factors is important for a more
comprehensive overall picture of spatial differences to be obtained,
including gender differences. An innovative scheme for a cube-MRT
construction was therefore developed in the present study. The details
on how the performance factors were implemented are described in
theMethods section (Methods). Following recent research, students of
primary Grades 4 to 6 were investigated because children of these ages
are undergoing critical developmental stages in the transition from
concrete operation to formal operation (Piaget, 1970).

METHODS

Operationalization of the Pentomino-Mental
Rotation Test
Using Pentomino to Design Mental Rotation Test Items
The MRT used in the study was constructed and drawn using
Pentomino. Pentomino has been adopted to design MRT items in
some studies. The present study followed Jeng and Liu’s (2016)
rationale for adopting Pentomino: a combination of any two pieces
of Pentomino results in a ten-cube figure, which is the same as the
item figures used in the classic VMRT (1978), yet with more
variations in the item configuration. The complete set of 12
shapes of Pentomino and example MRT items using Pentomino
can be found in Jeng and Liu (2016). The construction of
Pentomino-MRT items according to the selected performance
variables (item type and angular disparity) is discussed in Item
Type and Allocation of Angular Disparities. The Pentomino-MRT
thus designed adheres to the definition of mental rotation by Linn
and Petersen. (1985) and the intrinsic × static definition by Utall
et al. (2012). After the draft Pentomino-MRT was established, the
test standardization procedure was initiated where pretesting
(Pretesting and Participants) was administered to collect response
data for item analysis to ensure test quality and suggest further test
revision. Once the quality of the Pentomino-MRT was ascertained
through pretesting, formal testing (Formal Testing and Participants)
of the Pentomino-MRT was administered at which time the
treatment variable (time constraint) was manipulated into the
testing and the personal attributes (gender and grade) were studied.

Item Type
The variable image similarity was manipulated into the
Pentomino-MRT by item type: Mirror vs Different types. There
were two correct choices and two incorrect choices in the
multiple-choice Pentomino-MRT items. The focus was on how to
arrange the incorrect choices for each item. The incorrect choices were
either mirror images of the target item figure (that is, theMirror type)
or totally different configurations (theDifferent type). TheMirror type
is more difficult than the Different type because more effort and time
would be required to distinguish the incorrect choices from the target
figure (Boone andHegarty, 2017). A spatial gender difference is found
in Mirror vs Different types, since males and females differ
qualitatively in response style (Cheung et al., 2009; Glück and
Fabrizii, 2010). The Pentomino-MRT followed the scoring scheme
in the VMRT, where a score of 1 was given when both correct choices
were selected; otherwise, a score of 0 was given. There were 12Mirror-

type items (IDs 1–12) and 12 Different-type items (IDs 13–24) in the
Pentomino-MRT (Table 1), resulting in a total score of 24.

There is a personal characteristic related to the item type: the
analytical vs spatial problem-solving strategy (Geiser et al., 2006;
Geiser et al., 2008; Linn and Petersen, 1985). The analytic strategy
refers to comparing features of stimuli to identify matching
characteristics, while the spatial strategy involves active
visualization of object rotation (as in the meta-analysis of Lauer
et al., 2019). Structurally different targets and choices (as the
Different item type in the study) can be easily discernible using
the analytic strategy, and more females than males are inclined to
using the analytic strategy, which in turn may disadvantage the
females’ mental rotation development. One the other hand, the
Mirror item type requires active mental rotation of objects and
more males apply the spatial strategy, resulting in a male advantage
in task performance. However, Kozhevnihov et al. (2005)
differentiated the holistical vs analytical strategy in a different
way that object visualizers encode and process images
“holistically,” as a single perceptual unit, whereas spatial
visualizers generate and process images “analytically,” part by
part; a person’s score on one need not be correlated with the
same person’s score on the other. Nevertheless, it all implies that
people are inclined to apply different strategies.

The above differentiation of strategies mainly belongs to
personal characteristic domains and cannot be experimentally
manipulated or controlled; the study instead enclosed the
above ingredients of strategies in designing the item types
of Pentomino-MRT, that is, the object and spatial properties
were either balanced equally or controlled constant. According
to Lauer et al. (2019), previous meta-analyses did not directly
assess Different vs Mirror item types as to whether tasks that
allow for feature-based comparison (e.g., tasks with
structurally different target and choice stimuli) produce
smaller effect sizes than tasks that necessitate spatial
strategies (e.g., tasks that require discrimination between
rotated mirrored images). By incorporating the two item
types into MRT design, the present study would be able to
disclose this hypothesis.

Allocation of Angular Disparities
As shown in Table1, two smaller angular disparities (40° and 80°)
and two larger angular disparities (120° and 160°) were equally
allocated to 1) Mirror and Different items; 2) four choices: A, B,
C, and D; and 3) Rotation, Flipping, and Rotation and Flipping
(that is, the selected figure was either rotated, flipped, or both
rotated and flipped by its allocated angular disparity). These
angular disparities were selected according to Cheung et al.
(2009). An example item is shown in Table 2 representing the
resultant combination and allocation (Different, Rotation, and
small angular disparities 40°and 80°).

Pretesting and Participants
The pretest was intended to provide item response data for item
analysis. A public middle-sized primary school located in Taipei,
a northernMetropolitan of Taiwan, participated in the study via a
formal consent inquiry. Following previous research results that
age ten is crucial and that primary fourth graders are at an
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appropriate age for taking the MRT, Grades 4, 5, and 6 were
selected for the study. In the school, there were ten classes in each
grade, and one class out of ten in each of Grades 4, 5, and 6 was
randomly selected for the pretesting, which comprised a sample
of three classes (90 students; 43 girls and 47 boys). The remaining
nine classes in each grade were reserved for later formal testing.

The pretest was administered Without time constraint conditions
in order to collect baseline item statistics. The results of the pretest
item analysis are summarized in the following:

(1) The test internal consistency was 0.87.
(2) For the Mirror items, the indices of item difficulty ranged

between 0.30 and 0.63 and item discrimination ranged
between 0.40 and 0.87.

(3) For the Different items, the indices of item difficulty ranged
between 0.30 and 0.92 and item discrimination ranged
between 0.17 and 0.74.

(4) Two Different items (D02 and D06) were in need of minor
revision. They were too easy (Difficulty � 0.92) and then had
low discrimination (Discrimination � 0.17). Malfunctioning
choices were revised. Improvement of this revision can be
seen in the summary item analysis for format testing (Table 3).

Formal Testing and Participants
After the two items were revised, the formal version of the
Pentomino-MRT was established and administered to the
remaining nine classes of students in each of Grades 4, 5, and 6,
a total of 27 classes consisting of 814 students. They aged between
8 years 9 months and 12 years 6 months, with a mean of 11 years
2 months. The time constraint conditions were manipulated in this
formal testing:With vsWithout time constraint. The two conditions
were randomly and equally assigned (installed) into the lab
computers so that neither the students nor the teachers were
aware of the result of student-condition assignment.

TABLE 1 | Allocation of angular disparities.

Rotation Flipping Rotation and Flipping

Choices

Item ID; Mirror/Different A B C D A B C D A B C D

1/13 40° 80° 40° 80°

2/14 120° 160° 120° 160°

3/15 40° 80° 120° 160°

4/16 40° 80° 120° 160°

5/17 40° 80° 40° 80°

6/18 120° 160° 120° 160°

7/19 40° 80° 120° 160°

8/20 120° 160° 120° 160°

9/21 40° 80° 40° 80°

10/22 120° 160° 120° 160°

11/23 40° 80° 120° 160°

12/24 40° 80° 40° 80°

No. of items w/small angular disparities(40°, 80°) 2 2 4
No. of items w/large angular disparities (120°, 160°) 2 4 2
No. of items w/large + small angular disparities (40°, 80°, 120°, 160°) 4 2 2

Total no. of items 24

1The systematic allocation plan of angular disparities into item types/ID, Rotation and/or Flipping, and the choices A, B, C, and D as shown in the table is for readers’ examination. In actual
testing, the order of items and the choices were randomized to prevent a fixed-order effect.
2In some figures, rotating and/or flipping the allocated angular disparity may result in occluded vision. In the case of this occurrence, there is an allowance to adjust ±5° from the allocated
angle to increase visibility of the figure.

TABLE 2 | An example Pentomino-MRT item representing the combination and allocation (Different, Rotation, and small angular disparities of 40° and 80°).

Choices A and C are correct answers.
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As with the pretesting, the test instructions were first read to
the students and simultaneously shown on their computer
monitors. Particularly in the formal testing, students were
informed that there were two time-constraint conditions
randomly assigned to them. In the With time constraint
condition, the time allowance was 6 minutes (based on Peters,
2005). The Pentomino-MRT would be automatically terminated
once the time had elapsed. In the Without time constraint
condition, there was no termination time and the students
could answer at their own pace. For those students who had
terminated or finished the testing, they were required to remain
seated and work on their scheduled computer assignments so that
they would not disturb other students who were still working on
the Pentomino-MRT.

In the primary school, each class period lasts for 45 min. In the
Without time constraint condition, students would have about
35 min to work on the Pentomino-MRT, plus 10 min for the
initial test instruction and preparation. However, the general
observation was that even in the Without time constraint

condition, students finished well before the class period ended.
Therefore, the Without time constraint condition as
implemented in the primary school can still be regarded as an
abundant test time that does not require students to rush. The
item analysis results are summarized in Table 3. The internal
consistency was 0.76 and 0.82, respectively, in the two time-
constraint conditions.

RESULTS

In this study, the students selected both Mirror items and
Different items in one testing, which is a repeated-measures
within-subjects design, while the manipulated factor, time
constraint, constitutes a grouping variable to make a between-
subject design.

After removing a student with an abnormal response pattern,
the remaining number of participants was 813 (384 girls and 429
boys). The descriptive statistics of the Pentomino-MRT scores are

TABLE 3 | Summary item analysis of formal testing.

Time constraint

With constraint Without constraint

Item type Item ID Difficulty Discrimination Difficulty Discrimination

Mirror M01 0.35 0.39 0.49 0.70
M02 0.39 0.46 0.49 0.70
M03 0.27 0.33 0.36 0.64
M04 0.45 0.51 0.54 0.62
M05 0.31 0.50 0.46 0.70
M06 0.33 0.26 0.41 0.44
M07 0.47 0.70 0.59 0.73
M08 0.28 0.41 0.41 0.62
M09 0.39 0.62 0.53 0.74
M10 0.20 0.29 0.31 0.31
M11 0.18 0.29 0.39 0.55
M12 0.14 0.17 0.50 0.75

Average for Mirror 0.31 0.41 0.41 0.63

Different D01 0.52 0.26 0.82 0.29
D02 0.64 0.43 0.69 0.43
D03 0.54 0.35 0.56 0.45
D04 0.76 0.42 0.80 0.33
D05 0.79 0.36 0.85 0.21
D06 0.51 0.60 0.67 0.50
D07 0.60 0.55 0.66 0.45
D08 0.62 0.49 0.78 0.30
D09 0.49 0.51 0.68 0.46
D10 0.14 0.10 0.26 0.29
D11 0.26 0.24 0.56 0.36
D12 0.17 0.17 0.51 0.63

Average for Different 0.53 0.37 0.65 0.39

Average for total 0.42 0.39 0.51 0.53

Internal consistency 0.76 0.82

1. Based on the Classical Test Theory (Crocker and Algina, 1986), item difficulty (P) is the average of two proportions, answering the item correctly in the higher-scoring and lower-scoring
groups, respectively, and item discrimination (D) is the difference of the two proportions. Possible values of P are in the range of [0, 1]. Higher values of P represent easier items. Possible
values of D are in the range of [-1, 1]. Higher positive values of D represent more discriminating items; items with negative Ds usually suggest worse item functioning.
2. There were two correct choices per item in the Pentomino-MRT; the total number of choice combinations used for judging the correct answer was then six, AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, and CD
in calculating the Ps and Ds.
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reported in Table 4. For the conditions of With time constraint,
Without time constraint, and the combined With and Without
time constraints, the distributions were normal since all the
values of skewness and kurtosis were in the ranges [−1, 1]
(Noar, 2003). After normality was ascertained, a three-way
analysis of variance was run for Grades 4, 5, and 6,
respectively, to investigate the main effects of time constraint,
item type, gender, and interaction effects on the test scores. A
consistent finding was that for each of Grades 4, 5, and 6, all the
three-way and two-way interaction effects were not significant.
Only the main effects were significant, which can be summarized
as follows:

1) Boys scored higher than girls. The direction of the gender
difference was in line with most of the spatial literature.

2) The Different items scored higher than the Mirror items,
indicating that the Different items were easier than the
Mirror items.

3) The items taken Without time constraint scored higher than
those taken With time constraint, indicating that the items
taken Without time constraint were easier.

For results (2) and (3), the directions of difference regarding
item type and time constraint conformed to the way in which the
Pentomino-MRT was designed, providing empirical evidence that
the Pentomino-MRT performed as expected. Although the above
results of the three main effects emerged in a straightforward and
typical manner, subsequent examinations of their simple main
effects would reveal further details. The results of the simple main-
effect analysis are reported and discussed in Grade Difference by
Time Constraint and Item Type and Gender Difference by Item
Type, Grade, and Time Constraint.

DISCUSSION

Grade Difference by Time Constraint and
Item Type
As shown inTable 5, all the grade differences by time constraint and
item type were significant. In the With time constraint condition,
the mean scores increased with grade (6 > 5 > 4) for both Mirror
and Different items, which can be regarded as in line with gradual
cognitive development and maturation. In the Without time

constraint condition, however, the Grade 5 students scored
either better than Grade 6 with the Mirror items or the same as
Grade 6 with the Different items. This implies that the Grade 5
students had the potential to outperform the Grade 6 students on
more difficult items (as theMirror items) and even with easier items
(as the Different items), the Grade 5 students scored no worse than
the Grade 6 students. The Grade 4 students scored the lowest in all
circumstances, aligning with previous study results indicating that
Grade 4 is the crucial age of spatial ability development and that,
after this age, spatial differences emerge. The most dramatic change
and potential period for development is seen in Grade 5, especially
with difficult items without a time constraint.

Gender Difference by Item Type, Grade, and
Time Constraint
The effect of gender was then added into the analysis. This was
inspired by Jeng and Liu. (2016), who found that girls showed
different spatial developments compared to boys from Grades 4 to
6. As shown in Table 6, the results were mixed and distinctive
gender patterns were observed. The effect sizes ranged from 0.13 to
0.53, showing small to marginal-medium effects according to
Cohen. (1992). Power analysis with G*Power showed that these
effect sizes all have a power (1–β) of 0.95. In the meta-analysis by
Voyer et al. (1995), the effect sizes of the gender difference in
mental rotation performance were observed small prior to
adolescence (d � 0.33) and increased across the teenage years to
reach a moderate effect size by adulthood (d � 0.66). Therefore, the
effect sizes obtained in the study conforms to what were observed
previously at these ages of children, yet with more elaboration in
terms of time constraint, grade, and item type being considered. In
response to the aforementioned hypothesis whether the Different
items produced smaller effect sizes than the Mirror items, it can be
seen in Table 6 that there are only three pairs of effect size showing
this trend of suppression or superiority: Grade 4 in the With time
constraint condition as 0.50 vs 0.25 and Grades 5 and 6 in the
Without time constraint condition as 0.53 vs 0.47 and 0.50 vs 0.35,
respectively. Obviously, the magnitude of effect size in gender
difference does not only depend on the item type; the other
considerations are also involved. Furthermore, by referring to
the results obtained by Voyer. (2011) that gender differences are
significantly larger when the task is administered With time
constraints than when such constraints are absent, such
comparative results are not obviously replicated in the study.
The magnitudes of effect size reported in each segment of
gender comparison showed mixed patterns, and again, the
reason is the same that more factors are considered in the
study. Overall, the average of all the effect sizes in the With
time constraint condition (0.32) is even slightly smaller than the
average of the effect sizes in the Without time constraint
condition (0.42).

In Grade 6, boys scored significantly higher than girls
regardless of item type and time constraint (considering p �
0.051 as marginally significant), indicating that gender
differences were reliably observed at this grade/age. The
effect size of Mirror type is larger than that of Different
type in Without time constraint condition (0.50 and 0.35).

TABLE 4 | Descriptive statistics of test scores.

Time constraint Grade N Mean Sd Skewness Kurtosis

With 4 140 7.61 3.16 0.57 0.42
5 123 9.74 3.79 0.29 -0.18
6 142 11.35 4.40 0.43 -0.13

Without 4 132 10.80 4.15 0.57 -0.01
5 146 14.41 4.91 -0.03 -0.94
6 130 12.85 5.05 0.02 -0.90

With + Without 4 272 9.16 4.00 0.72 0.47
5 269 12.28 5.00 0.29 -0.67
6 272 12.07 4.77 0.24 -0.64
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however, the effect sizes of the two item types are about the
same in the With time constraint condition (0.43 and 0.44).

In Grade 5 and in the Without time constraint condition, there
were gender differences in both item types (p � 0.002, 0.006),

implying that the gender effect favoring boys was becoming fixed
when there was no test time pressure; however, no gender difference
was found in the With time constraint condition (p � 0.474, 0.389).
The test speed (asWith time constraint) seemed to contribute to task

TABLE 5 | Grade difference by time constraint and item type.

Item type Time constraint Grade N M Sd df F p-value Pairwise post hoc

Mirror With 4 140 2.35 1.82 2 23.39a <0.001 6 > 5>4
5 123 3.37 2.42
6 142 4.27 2.76

Without 4 132 3.66 2.62 2 17.89a <0.001 5 > 6>4
5 146 5.87 3.33

6 130 4.82 3.24

Different With 4 140 5.26 2.01 2 25.78 <0.001 6 > 5>4
5 123 6.37 2.13
6 142 7.07 2.26

Without 4 132 7.14 2.29 2 13.21 <0.001 6 > 4
5 146 8.54 2.13 6 � 5

6 130 8.03 2.42 5 > 4

aNonhomogenous F-value using Brown–Forsythe’s correction.

TABLE 6 | Gender differences by item type, grade, and time constraint.

Time constraint Grade Item type Gender N M SD T df p Cohen’s db

With 4 Mirror M 73 2.77 2.01 2.953a 131.16 0.004 0.50

F 67 1.90 1.46

Different M 73 5.49 2.21 1.469a 135.40 0.144 0.25

F 67 5.00 1.76

5 Mirror M 61 3.52 2.68 0.719a 114.62 0.474 0.13

F 62 3.21 2.14

Different M 61 6.54 2.15 0.864 121 0.389 0.16

F 62 6.21 2.11

6 Mirror M 73 4.84 2.94 2.555a 137.66 0.012 0.43

F 69 3.68 2.43

Different M 73 7.55 2.26 2.642 140 0.009 0.44

F 69 6.57 2.17

Without 4 Mirror M 69 4.00 2.70 1.571 130 0.119 0.27

F 63 3.29 2.51

Different M 69 7.58 2.21 2.328 130 0.021 0.41

F 63 6.67 2.29

5 Mirror M 79 6.66 3.17 3.201 144 0.002 0.53

F 67 4.94 3.31

Different M 79 8.99 2.10 2.808 144 0.006 0.47

F 67 8.01 2.07

6 Mirror M 74 5.49 3.32 2.799a 124.78 0.006 0.50

F 56 3.95 2.94

Different M 74 8.39 2.50 1.972 128 0.051 0.35

F 56 7.55 2.26

aNonhomogenous t-values.
bCalculated based on studies by Cohen (1992), Rosnow and Rosenthal. (1996), Rosnow et al. (2000), and Thalheimer and Cook (2002). Power analysis with G*Power showed that these
effect sizes all have a power (1–β) of 0.95.
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difficulty for both genders so that boys as well as girls experienced
rushing regardless of item type and therefore the gender difference
disappeared. The magnitudes of effect size reflect reverse directions
and large discrepancies in the two pairs of difference, that is, 0.13 and
0.16 in the With time constraint condition and 0.53 and 0.47 in the
Without time constraint condition, respectively.

In Grade 4, significant advantages for boys were found 1)With
time constraint in taking the Mirror items, which represents
extreme difficulty in the study, giving larger effect size (0.50) than
its alternative (0.25), and 2)Without time constraint in taking the
Different items, which represents the opposite extremity as easier
items were taken in no rush at all, giving larger effect (0.41) than

FIGURE 1 | Results of gender differences in Grade 4 by time constraint and item type.

FIGURE 2 | Gender differences by time constraint and grade in Mirror item scores.

FIGURE 3 | Gender differences by time constraint and grade in Different item scores.
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its alternative (0.27). There were no gender differences in-
between the two extremities (Figure 1).

Figures 2 and 3 provide a visual illustration of the gender
differences by time constraint and grade in taking the two item
types, respectively. In the With time constraint condition, the
means in the Mirror items showed exactly the same ranking as
that in the Different items: G6 boys > G6 girls > G5 boys > G5
girls > G4 boys > G4 girls (the left-hand parts of the ranking in
Figures 2, 3). In the Without time constraint condition, the
means again showed the same ranking in both the Mirror and
Different items: G5 boys > G6 boys > G5 girls > G4 boys > G6
girls > G4 girls (the right-hand parts of the ranking in Figures 2,
3). The visual details help expand our understanding of Table 5.
That is, in the Without time constraint condition, the Grade 5
students outperformed the Grade 6 students, as revealed by the
partial ranking of G5 boys >G6 boys >G4 boys and G5 girls >G6
girls >G4 girls. The spatial performance of the Grade 6 girls is the
most concerning result because they scored not only lower than
Grade 5 girls but also lower than Grade 4 boys and only scored
higher than Grade 4 girls.

CONCLUSION

Previous studies examining gender differences in mental rotation
performance during middle childhood produced notable
inconsistent results, and evidence of developmental change
during middle childhood is also mixed (Lauer et al., 2019).
That would usually be the case since different manipulations
are involved in experiments when reviewing the aggregate
literature such as the meta-analyses. However, the results of
male advantage across middle childhood is still majority whilst
the increase in male advantage is related to age. In general, the
results obtained in the study correspond to recent studies
showing that children as young as primary Grade 4 can
mentally rotate and be reliably tested on mental rotation; this
represents at least 3 years of age advancement in the development
of mental rotation compared to an earlier conclusion in the last
century that the cube-MRTs were difficult for children under age
13. The results were obtained based on the Pentomino-MRT as
operationalized and used in the study, providing evidence that the
Pentomino-MRT can still be reliably qualified, in terms of the
internal consistency indices obtained and the test standardization
procedures undertaken, after incorporating a number of
performance factors. The development of the Pentomino-MRT
not only represents an innovative perspective on the MRT design
but also suggests that influential performance factors of interest
can be explored in a similar vein in future research.

Given the refinement in the MRT design and the experimental
manipulation as implemented in the present study, the results
disclose that time constraint is influential in a number of ways. It
is influential in whether Grade 5 students can perform the same as
or better than Grade 6 students and whether gender differences
can be diminished, although in opposite directions. That is, the
former is obtained when time is not constrained and the latter is
obtained when time is constrained. These results remind us to
attend the perspectives of measuring and interpreting differences

so as to scaffold children’s later participation in STEM fields.
When the junior Grade 5 students are allowed more time to
perform, they have the potential to compete with the elder Grade
6 students, especially on tougher tasks. On the other hand, when
time is strictly constrained, providing equally tough challenges for
the Grade 5 boys and girls, gender differences are diminished
regardless of item type. In Grade 4, intermediate challenging tasks
(mixed time constraint and item type) help to diminish gender
differences. Unexpectedly, the most difficult extremities yield
gender differences in the same way as the easiest extremities
(Figure 1). It seems that, in the intermediate challenging tasks,
the Grade 4 girls regain their confidence and capability to
perform and compete with the Grade 4 boys. Rahe and
Quaiser-Pohl. (2019) investigated middle- and high-school
students and found gender, perceived ability of stereotypically
masculine activities, and female gender stereotype beliefs predict
mental rotation performance. Tasks such as those in the cube-
MRTs would usually be perceived as masculine and therefore
hinder girl s’ interest in involvement and self-beliefs in efficiency
and competence. In their study, boys’ performance increased
during surveyed age from 11 to 20 years while girls’ performance
remained stable. The participants in the present study were
primary Grade 4 to 6 students, and therefore, the gender
stereotype can be expected to tune to a certain extent before it
is psychologically or physically stable. In the study, spatial gender
differences can be detected in Grade 4, are more marked in Grade
5, and become stable in Grade 6. Grades 4 and 5, around the age
of ten, are crucial in the life span for the development of spatial
potential and for gender differences to diminish. From Grade 6
onwards, spatial development and gender performance become
stereotyped. At the time when spatial malleability is possible,
interventions and strategies can be expected to help individuals to
progress onto STEM trajectories, especially girls. For example,
strengthening girls’ confidence in more masculine-stereotyped
abilities could help reduce the gender difference (Rahe and
Quaiser-Pohl, 2019). Inspired by Deikman et al. (2010) that
girl’’ communal orientation was hypothesized to be one of the
major factors negatively relating to their pursuit of STEM careers,
Jeng et al. (2016) implemented a collaborative and game-based
spatial intervention for Grades 4 to 6 primary students and found
that the gender difference was diminished in the posttest
evaluation.

Gender differences in MRT, usually in the form of male
advantage, have been commonly reported previously across a
large range of age groups. Although the study is not the first one
to explore mental rotation and its gender and grade differences in
middle childhood, the study explores this issue in line with Jeng
and Liu. (2016), with a large sample of participants and a further
refinedMRT design andmethodological design. The large sample
of 813 participants in the consecutive Grades 4 to 6 can be
regarded a small succinct population in the school and therefore
is able to give us a somewhat comprehensive understanding about
the mental rotation development and gender differences of its
emergence and continuity, as compared with previous studies
that recruited limited cross-sectional age groups. More
consecutive age groups and longitudinal studies can be
investigated in the future. Previous studies were also limited
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by the number of performance factors considered and
manipulated. As contended in Hoyek et al. (2012), new ideas
and creative experimental paradigms are needed to better
understand the reasons and emergence of gender differences
in children. It is suggested that more consideration should be
given to test construction and application because the gender
spatial difference is no simple phenomenon at all, as shown in
the study.

In most test applications, performance factors and attributes
do interplay simultaneously. There is no way to segregate them
like in well-controlled experiments, and it is unrealistic to do so.
However, now is a promising time for giving more consideration
to test implementation. Although the main findings in the study
have been widely reported previously, the study manifests
consistent results with previous studies and yet reveals more
complex developmental gender courses in a refined MRT design
accounting for more performance factors. Ongoing test efforts
and facilities are encouraged to assist in exploring differences,
enhancing individual’s capabilities, and preventing early
stereotype and early withdrawal of individuals from potential
attainment in the future. As noted in Goldstein et al. (1990),
Halpern. (1989), and Jeng and Liu. (2016), whether differences
can be found “depends on what, who, when, and how we test.”
The operationalization of the Pentomino-MRT in the study
therefore can be a redrawn exemplar for MRTs and test
designs, including other spatial factors.

In conclusion, the results in the study conform to some
previous studies, reveal more elaboration in spatial gender
differences when more performance factors are considered,
and therefore have implications for education and spatial
measurement instruments, especially the spatial training
that can be intervened to encourage primary students to
participate in the STEM fields with more competence and
confidence. However, some findings still represent a puzzle
and intrigue further following research. The generalization of

the study is also constrained to a certain extent by the
geographical coverage of the participants and the spatial
factor mental rotation and performance factors as
considered in the implementation.
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